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Power Projects Are Navigating Changing
Dynamics In Texas' Electricity Market

In Kenny Rogers' hit song "The Gambler," the venerable Texan waxes nostalgic about a mysterious and jaded card

shark "on a train bound for nowhere," one who teaches him some sage poker guidelines in exchange for a sip of the

narrator's whiskey and a cigarette.

Although it's abundantly clear to the listener that this advice is an allegory for life itself, it may resonate particularly

well with folks acquainted with Texas' power market. Many of these participants were quick to up the ante and throw

their chips in when expectations were high, but could now be left wondering whether there are cracks showing in their

poker faces, with a particularly weak 2015 expected throughout the state's power industry. Despite a rather promising

outlook during recent years, more recently several factors have conspired to cause Standard & Poor's Ratings Services

to rethink some of its assumptions about the Electric Reliability Council of Texas (ERCOT), the formal name of the

state's power market.

Recent developments will likely have mildly negative credit impacts during 2015 and 2016. We have always

considered this market to be volatile and unpredictable, but we now believe that many of the risks that were dormant

in the past could materialize during the next few years. (Watch the related CreditMatters TV segment titled, "Low Gas

Prices And Weaker Demand Could Hamper Prospects For ERCOT This Year," dated April 20, 2015.)

It should be of little surprise, then, that ERCOT is of such considerable interest to Standard & Poor's. Its deregulated

energy market provides ample incentive for innovation in the most effective generating technology, and thus we see

some of the newest, most efficient power projects we rate are in the Lone Star State. But in addition to the significant

quantity, we also tend to pay very close attention to these projects (and to corporate issuers who own plants in the

state), because this market structure is an inherently volatile one, in which fortunes can be won or lost overnight. And

while each of the factors mentioned below has already been manifest somewhere else in the U.S. already, it appears

that the effects could be felt most acutely in Texas during the next few years.

Overview

• Without a capacity market, Texas' power producers are heavily exposed to winnowing gas prices.

• Near-term demand expectations have been trimmed somewhat, resulting in higher reserve margins--and lower

power prices.

• Environmental regulation looms large on Texas plants, though some are poised to benefit.

Weaker Demand For Power

For much of the past decade, a burgeoning oil and gas industry in the state bolstered power demand. Industrial and

residential load alike boomed between 2001 and 2013; while other states stumbled out of the recession, Texas' load

growth remained strong. Indeed, it appeared that this trend would persist through at least 2020, necessitating a new,
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efficient fleet of generators to satisfy these requirements, and providing adequate natural gas to fill them.

But, in late 2014, certain oil and gas price assumptions changed, causing demand expectations to weaken (see table 1).

Expected load growth, which was until recently among the nation's highest, has tended closer to the median in recent

estimates, and this largely stems from uncertainty surrounding the fortunes of the oil and gas industry, despite a more

diverse economy. The state, for its part, has revised its load growth assumptions downwards; the 1.3% expected

growth rate, per ERCOT's Capacity, Demand, and Reserves report, is considerably lower than it was 12 months ago.

Table 1

Standard & Poor's Oil And Natural Gas Price Assumptions

New prices Old prices

Brent WTI Henry Hub Brent WTI Henry Hub

$/bbl $/bbl $/mil. Btu $/bbl $/bbl $/mil. Btu

2015 55 50 2.75 55 50 3.50

2016 65 60 3.25 65 60 3.75

2017 and beyond 75 70 3.50 80 75 3.75

*Prices rounded to the nearest $5/bbl and $0.25/mil. Btu. bbl--Barrel. WTI--West Texas Intermediate.

And, as always in Texas, weather, which we still have limited ability to predict, can heavily sway power demand.

Certainly, the possibility of attaining high summer peaking prices is inviting, and the raising of price caps in the past

year has spurred this notion. But after three consecutive mild summers, when on-peak power prices failed to meet

collective expectations, investors may be wary. Indeed, we expect that on-peak power pricing will continue to be weak

in 2015, with low market heat rates reflecting some of the aforementioned challenges (see chart 1).
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Chart 1

Supply? A Bit Too High…

As of year-end 2014, Texas' reserve margin stood poised to eclipse 18% by 2017, considerably higher than it was just

12 months earlier; indeed, summer reserve margins were not too long ago projected to dip below 10% without any

intervention. The stark contrast reflects weaker peak demand (see chart 2). Although we had previously expected that

the state would reach its target of 13.75% reserve margin in 2017, it looks like that goal is somewhat more distant,

coming in 2019 (and, as we'll get to later, complicated by other factors). With this higher than previously expected

reserve margin dampening near-future power prices, developers seem to have gotten the hint: there are relatively few

new plant constructions anticipated, at least until pricing signals improve.
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Chart 2

Of course, it's only in Texas that such a low reserve margin even makes sense. The now-higher reserve margin has, at

least for now, quieted discussions about an eventual capacity market for Texas. Currently, there is apparently excess

capacity, though without more impressive price signals, it's still likely that there aren't enough incentives to draw

droves of generators to Texas. At present, minimal fossil fuel-fired capacity is being built in the state.

Still, if the industry revisits the idea of a capacity market in the latter part of this decade, possibly due to unsustainably

low reserve margins during unexpectedly hot summers, we would begin to see that as relatively credit supportive.

We'd expect that the reserve margin would grow as marginal generators regain incentive to operate in the state; most

other independent system operators with stable capacity markets have reserve margins exceeding 20%. Of course, this

would prompt lower energy prices, with peak pricing shaved as much as 40%, but we believe these would be more

than offset by the presence of more predictable capacity revenues for such generators. And, with environmental

regulation looming, it's possible that this discussion could be rebooted, if only in the context of reinforcing grid

reliability while renewables penetration and complementary capacity increase.
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Low Natural Gas Prices Will Persist

Because generators in Texas do not enjoy a capacity market, they must earn a competitive spark spread to prosper. Of

course, that's become challenging of late, with natural gas prices, which generally set the marginal price in ERCOT,

dropping to $2.75 per million Btu through the end of 2015 (in our base case expectation), and promising to stay low

through 2017. In this environment, the thesis for investing in low heat rate technology becomes even more compelling.

Proximity to natural gas stores, which can minimize transportation costs, also bodes well for the dispatch of gas-fired

plants (see chart 3). Unlike the northeastern U.S. and parts of the Mid-Atlantic region, we do not consider gas

infrastructure constraints an impediment to credit quality for gas-fired generators in Texas, and the absence of

constraints indeed makes these relatively competitive against coal plants, owing to their proximity to the state's

abundant natural gas supplies.

Chart 3

Although natural gas remains the marginal fuel source in ERCOT, the pinch might actually be more acute for coal-fired

generators. These producers will face continued weak power prices, but, presuming continued demand for coal, will

not reap the benefits of lower input prices. And, to be sure, these plants will likely face increasing regulatory scrutiny

during the next few years; should a carbon cost eventually be assigned, or should switching to burning gas instead of
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coal be required, these margins and their related dispatch could shrink further.

Chart 4

Federal Regulation Comes Into Play

Although Texas has long been one of the most vociferous opponents of federal environmental regulation, a trio of 2014

rules and rulings could conspire to complicate the energy planning process to a greater degree, and accentuate some

of the issues we're already seeing.

Regional Haze Rule. In November 2014, the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) issued a proposed Federal

Implementation Plan to Texas for compliance with the five-year-old Regional Haze Rule. The plan, which seeks to

curb visibility-reducing sulfur dioxide, would effectively compel specified coal plants to use scrubbing technology. For

"merchant" plants (those that sell their electricity into the market), this is an economic conundrum enough, but the

challenge is amplified in a state like Texas with no capacity market. Without a capacity market, plants must cover their

capital costs in the increasingly risky energy market. And, to be sure, 2014's New Source Regulations make it

increasingly unlikely that any new coal plants will be built in the U.S., especially in Texas. Carbon sequestration, a

necessary component of new coal-fired generation, is uneconomical enough with a capacity market in place, let alone

without one.
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Cross-State Air Pollution Rule (CSAPR). In April 2014, the Supreme Court upheld CSAPR. Although the magnitude of

the ruling may be limited, it could be different than other regulations. While other rules may compel coal-fired

generators to add to their fixed costs via scrubbing or selective noncatalytic reduction, compliance with this rule may

be met by using different, perhaps more expensive, coal types. This would alter the variable cost structures of

coal-fired providers, perhaps causing an unwanted shuffling of the dispatch curve, though it's not clear that this would

cause additional coal plants to close, beyond those already slated for closure because of the Mercury and Air Toxics

Standards rule (which itself is likely to be delayed pending a Supreme Court review).

Clean Power Plan. But the most ambitious rule of 2014 was undoubtedly the Clean Power Plan, released in June by

President Obama. Although all states will have to modify their energy portfolios to comply, certain states have more

aggressive goals. Texas falls into this bucket; its relative absence of environmental goals to date subjects it to more

stringent rules (see tables 2 and 3). We expect that the state will be among the challengers to the rule. However,

assuming that it is ultimately required to comply with the rule in the early 2020s, the implications for Texas are likely

to be significant. Given the enormity of the state's carbon-reduction goal of about 38% by 2030, Texas will have to

approach compliance from multiple fronts.

Table 2

Clean Power Plan Compliance And Credit Impact

Building block Prospects for Texas Possible credit impacts

Heat rate

improvements

Low. No capacity market, so plants already need to be pretty efficient

to profit.

Minimal, if any. Could be mildly positive if efficiency

improvements result in better dispatch, though this

comes at a cost.

Coal-to-gas

switching

High. Adequate gas, so infrastructure is not a challenge. A carbon tax

or cost would only precipitate this further. Many new gas plants in

Texas are baseload, so they can accommodate higher capacity factors.

Positive for gas plants, negative for coal plants.

Utilities probably not severely affected.

Zero-emission

sources

Medium. Adequate wind and solar resources and declining costs,

though it's not clear what incentives will be in place. Additionally, with

no capacity market, it's hard to develop significant complementary

capacity.

Could be positive. Renewable generators would

certainly benefit, but this could reinvigorate capacity

market talk, benefitting fossil fuel generators too.

Energy efficiency Medium. Could be tried (demand-side management not yet saturated),

but probably less impactful in an economically growing state like

Texas

Mildly negative. Could weaken demand and

surpress prices.

Table 3

Existing Environmental Rules

Regulation When effective? Regulated emissions

Cross State Air Pollution Rule 2015 (tentative) Sulfur dioxide, nitrous oxides in 25 states

Mercury Air Toxics Standard 2015 Hazardous air toxins

New Source Carbon Regulations 2015 (likely) Carbon from new power sources

Assembly Bill 32 (cap and trade) 2012 Carbon in California

Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative 2009 Carbon in several Northeastern states

Clean Air Act, Clean Jobs Act 2010 Emissions in Colorado

Renewable Portfolio Standards Varied, 1999-2014 Solar, wind, geothermal, hydro in individual states

Given the state's abundant wind resources, especially in the western reaches, we expect that a more stringent

renewable standard could be one answer to the mandate, even if it's not yet clear when that will take effect. Certainly,

a continuation of current tax credits for wind development and production could help generators meet this burden. But

considering the enormity of Texas' carbon-reduction goal, this alone may be insufficient.
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Indeed, with the breadth of the ERCOT market, as well as the adequacy of natural gas within the state, some sort of

carbon trading regime could be implemented. The current dynamics of the market are such that high-efficiency plants

are rewarded with (sometimes) outsized power prices and frequent dispatch, while weaker ones can't rely on capacity

revenues. Giving incentives for increased operational efficiency is one of the aims of the new carbon rule, and in no

place is that more directly linked to pricing than in Texas; a carbon pricing rule would only amplify the effect.

While political and public sentiment for a capacity market has varied over the years, a renewed environmental focus,

even from a federal government mandate, could reboot the discussion, which has essentially laid dormant as the state's

reserve margin has crept up. But with carbon pricing, it'd be harder still for peaking capacity to stay open, especially

for low-efficiency, older coal plants that don't run frequently as it is, but which can collect enough margin in peak

periods to stay operational.

Although certain other states are likely to lean heavily on energy efficiency programs or demand-side management,

this approach seems less likely to make considerable inroads in Texas. This method can get the most traction in states

where demand growth is relatively static due to economic conditions. Despite current uncertainty over oil pricing

weakening our 2015 demand forecast, this should reverse somewhat over time, making it difficult for the state to cut

energy usage to any significant degree unless somehow facilitated as a product within this potential capacity market.

Renewables Are Making Inroads

In the early 2000s, Texas was at the forefront of the renewable energy movement with its ambitious wind generation

goal of 5,880 megawatts, which it easily surpassed. Certainly, with adequate wind resources, the major constraint was

transmission, especially in the western part of the state, but in an environment in which gas was $8 or $9 per million

Btu, this was a comparatively trivial cost.

But enter cheap gas supplies and uncertainty surrounding federal renewable incentives beyond 2016, and the rationale

for investment in wind projects has gotten somewhat murkier, even as renewable generation promises to proliferate

across the U.S. during the next decade. However, the low gas prices and heat rates have not been terribly inviting for

new gas-fired entrants, so we expect that, as renewable production costs continue to winnow in coming years, new

capacity will be mostly wind projects, with solar gaining prominence in the state as well, despite its higher cost.

The need for such assets could be heightened in coming years if carbon regulations unfold as we believe they will.

Although it's not clear that Texas would respond by enhancing its current renewable standard, a robust renewable

portfolio would perhaps save Texas the trouble of closing strategically important coal plants. But a glut of intermittent

renewables may ultimately, itself, prompt discussion about a capacity market--these typically have to be paired with

complementary peaking assets, the incentives for which are typically found in a capacity construct. Importantly, the

low gas prices also drive lower cash flows for merchant wind projects by setting a lower effective power price; still,

diminishing technology prices are helping renewable projects approach grid parity, even if long-term power purchase

agreements are still necessary to obtain financing.
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Our New Project Finance Criteria

In September 2014, we released our updated project finance criteria. Given the nature of the Texas market, there are

certain nuances of the criteria that become ratings issues more frequently.

Unlike other U.S. electricity markets, there is no capacity market that serves ERCOT. In these other interconnections,

capacity revenues can buoy credit; in otherwise weak periods for energy pricing, capacity revenues can stabilize cash

flow. Therefore, we frequently assign a market risk score of "moderate" to such plants, indicating cash flow reduction

of 30% to 50% in a market downside case. However, ERCOT plants have no such benefit; thus, we usually score these

as "high", indicating a drop of more than 50% in a downside case. Certainly, these fears are currently being borne out,

although we do envision more draconian scenarios.

ERCOT remains a fully deregulated market, to such an extent that there are not even capacity revenues offered to

generators. Such a market lends itself to term loan B financings; when coupled with a cash flow sweep, these introduce

additional risks. First, we attempt to identify the level of refinancing risk that the project would have at maturity.

Although this is not often a ratings constraint for relatively new plants, which we expect to have a long life

post-maturity, the refinancing risk is often pared to a great degree by the presence of a cash flow sweep. This

mechanism, too, introduces incremental risk because of its variability from year to year and, depending on how pivotal

that mechanism is to paring refinancing risk, we may lower the preliminary rating on a project one notch to reflect its

importance.

In addition, the significant volatility in cash flow brought about by this market lends itself to hedging activities.

Although this serves to mitigate market exposure, it introduces another concept: this effectively turns the operations

phase of the project into two different segments. We consider the hedged period to be a less risky period, typically, but

we rate to the weaker of the two phases. Therefore, debt service coverage ratios during an unhedged period that is

more distant are sometimes considerably higher, and, in such a case, the unhedged period ends up not being a

constraint.

Finally, because capacity revenues don't serve as a buffer in the state, we attempt to identify other mitigants to the

power market's volatility. Frequently, this takes the form of increased liquidity and, to be sure, deals structured to

include additional liquidity may fare better in a sharp downside scenario, a key determinant of our rating on a power

project.

When To Fold 'Em?

If recent history is any indication, rating merchant power providers is inherently a short-term task--especially in

ERCOT, where a string of weak summers can often sink an otherwise promising project. Certainly, as the summer of

2015 unfolds, we'll be watching on-peak power prices closely. Although rating actions since commodity prices began

to collapse have been few thus far, consistently weak power prices could lead us to revise our assumptions on

forward-looking prices, especially for coal-fired projects.
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But we must also bear in mind that there are now longer-term factors weighing on our analysis. Although the EPA may

be very unpopular in the Lone Star State, it's not going anywhere, with a final carbon rule to be revealed this summer.

And, we don't expect that natural gas prices are going to be shooting up anytime soon either, which we expect to both

depress power prices and slow economic activity in the state. And policy decisions that are made in response to both

could shape the power grid in Texas for some time. As these factors start to blend together, we'll be watching the

gaming tables.

Appendix: Ratings For ERCOT Generators

Table 4

Texas Power Project Ratings

Project name Rating Outlook Recovery rating

ExGen Texas Power LLC BB- Stable 3

GIM Channelview Cogeneration LLC BB Stable 1

La Frontera Generation LLC B+ Stable 2

Lonestar Generation LLC BB- Stable 1

Panda Sherman Power LLC B Stable 2

Panda Temple II Power LLC B Stable 3

Panda Temple Power LLC B Stable 2

Sandy Creek Energy Associates L.P. BB- Stable 1
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